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ABSTRACT: Though both the crystal structure and molec-
ular orientation of organic semiconductors are known to
impact charge transport in thin-film devices, separately
accessing different polymorphs and varying the out-of-plane
molecular orientation is challenging, typically requiring
stringent control over film deposition conditions, film
thickness, and substrate chemistry. Here we demonstrate
independent tuning of the crystalline polymorph and
molecular orientation in thin films of contorted hexabenzocor-
onene, c-HBC, during post-deposition processing without the need to adjust deposition conditions. Three polymorphs are
observed, two of which have not been previously reported. Using our ability to independently tune the crystal structure and out-
of-plane molecular orientation in thin films of c-HBC, we have decoupled and evaluated the effects that molecular packing and
orientation have on device performance in thin-film transistors (TFTs). In the case of TFTs comprising c-HBC, polymorphism
and molecular orientation are equally important; independently changing either one affects the field-effect mobility by an order of
magnitude.

■ INTRODUCTION

Charge transport in both molecular and polymer-based
crystalline organic semiconductors is highly sensitive to
molecular packing. For example, even in transistors comprising
single crystals of organic semiconductors of pentacene1 and
rubrene,2 the mobilities can differ by a factor of 3−4 along
different crystallographic axes due to molecular anisotropy and
differences in the way neighboring molecules are oriented
relative to each other. Given the sensitive relationship between
molecular packing and charge transport,3 the ability to alter
molecular packing (also known as crystal engineering to the
materials community) offers the opportunity to increase the
charge carrier mobility of a crystalline molecular semi-
conductor. Generally, crystal engineering is synonymous with
synthesis, where chemical modification of a compound alters
molecule−molecule interactions and therefore also molecular
packing in the solid-state.4−7 However, changing the chemical
structure necessarily changes the optoelectronic and physical
properties of the molecule, such as the energy levels of the
material’s highest-occupied and lowest-unoccupied molecular
orbitals, optical absorptivity, and solubility. This method is also
experimentally taxing since at present crystal structure
prediction of large (>40 atoms) molecules is difficult,8,9 and
the properties of new crystal structures are challenging to
predict a priori. Thus, Edisonian cycles of materials synthesis,

crystal growth, and characterization, followed by device
fabrication and testing, are often required to attain a molecule
that, when incorporated in devices, has the desired properties.
Alternatively, crystal engineering without necessitating

chemical modification of the parent compound is possible for
many small molecules that adopt more than one crystal
structure, i.e., molecules that exhibit polymorphism. While
polymorphism of molecular crystals has been a long-standing
point of interest to the pharmaceutical community,10,11 where
solubility and bioavailability of drugs can vary with the
crystalline form, polymorphism of small molecule organic
semiconductors has only recently become a growing area of
interest with an increasing number of organic semiconductors
demonstrating polymorphism.12−27 The ability to access
different polymorphs of a single organic semiconductor
provides the opportunity to study the effects of solid-state
packing on charge transport, potentially providing access to
crystal structures with more favorable electronic proper-
ties.12−14,16,20 For example, devices constructed from single
crystals having different polymorphs of tetrathiafulvalene12 and
rubrene20 have mobilities that differ by a factor of 6 and 10,
respectively, and devices composed of single crystals having
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distinct polymorphs of dithiophene-tetrathiafulvalene (DT-
TTF) show differences in mobilities between a factor of 2 and
10 depending on the device geometry employed.13

Though polymorphism has been observed in a number of
organic semiconductors,12−27 reproducibly accessing other
polymorphic forms, particularly in polycrystalline thin films,
remains an unmet challenge. In the above-mentioned cases, the
different polymorphs were attained by growing single crystals
from different solvents. In thin films, controllably accessing
different crystalline phases is more challenging, often requiring
stringent deposition method and conditions, film thickness, and
substrate chemistry.13,27−29 For example, pentacene has four
polymorphs, but to access each in thin films requires a specific
film thickness, substrate choice, and substrate temperature
during deposition.15,17,30 Likewise, the metastable polymorph
of 6,13-bis(triisopropylsilylethynyl) pentacene (TIPS-penta-
cene) is only accessible when the film is deposited using a
solution shearing method,16,31 ideally with a blade having
patterned micropillars.32

Here, we report the ability to access three different
polymorphs of contorted hexabenzocoronene (c-HBC; chem-
ical structure in Figure 1a) thin films, two of which have not
been previously reported, using only post-deposition process-
ing.33 We have been able to traverse the rich phase space of c-
HBC using the repeated application of thermal and solvent-
vapor annealing, common and simple post-deposition process-
ing treatments, without requiring any modification of the
underlying substrate or specifications of the film deposition
conditions or film thickness. Our ability to access such a diverse
phase space stems from the fact that we induce crystallization
after film formation from a kinetically trapped, amorphous
solid-state. By altering the sequence of thermal and solvent-
vapor annealing, we can independently tune the crystal
structure and the distribution of out-of-plane molecular
orientation in c-HBC thin films, allowing us to decouple the
relative contribution of each to charge transport in thin-film
transistors.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A hole-transporting organic semiconductor34,35 and polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbon,36,37 c-HBC is a molecule of interest due
to its highly nonplanar shape, which has been reported to
readily complex with fullerene derivatives for use in organic
solar cells given their shape complementarity.38,39 We
previously reported that different post-deposition processing
treatments, including hexanes solvent-vapor annealing, thermal
annealing, and physical contact with a cured silicone

elastomeric stamp, induces crystallization of amorphous c-
HBC films with increasing extents of out-of-plane molecular
orientation.35 Though the molecular orientation of c-HBC
differed with treatment, all three of these treatments induced
crystallization of the c-HBC films in the same monoclinic
polymorph having a P21/c space group. This molecular packing
is shown in Supporting Information Figure S1a. In an effort to
access a greater range of out-of-plane molecular orientations,
we investigated post-deposition annealing of c-HBC films with
other solvent vapors and found, surprisingly, that some solvent
vapors, such as tetrahydrofuran (THF), induce the formation of
a previously unreported crystal structure. The 2D grazing-
incidence X-ray diffraction (2D-GIXD) image of a THF-
annealed film adopting this new polymorph is shown in Figure
2a. To most easily identify differences in the X-ray diffraction
patterns that result from these two polymorphs, we show in
Figure 1b the azimuthally integrated X-ray traces of thermally
annealed and THF-vapor annealed films adopting the P21/c

Figure 1. (a) Chemical structure of contorted c-HBC, an organic semiconductor demonstrating hole-transport. (b) One-dimensional “powder”
diffraction traces (generated by azimuthally integrating two-dimensional grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction images) of the two polymorphs accessed
by either thermally annealing an amorphous c-HBC film at 240 °C for 30 min, resulting in a polymorph with the P21/c space group, or THF-vapor
annealing for 4 h, resulting in a new, unknown crystal structure, termed polymorph II. (c) Diffraction traces of a thermally annealed film irreversibly
transforming ex-situ from the P21/c polymorph to polymorph II with an increasing amount of time having been exposed to THF-vapor.

Figure 2. 2D-GIXD images of c-HBC thin films after (a) THF-
annealing and (b) thermal- and THF-annealing, resulting in both films
adopting polymorph II albeit with different texturing. (c, d) Further
processing each of these films with an additional thermal-annealing
step results in them both transforming to polymorph II′, as is
evidenced by the inversion in the relative intensities of peaks in the q =
0.9−1.2 Å−1 range and the change of reflections to slightly larger q-
spacing.
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polymorph and the new polymorph, respectively. The most
notable difference between these X-ray traces is in the
placements of the primary reflections that occur at q = 0.51
Å−1 for the P21/c polymorph and at q = 0.68 Å−1 for the new
polymorph.
Attempts to grow single crystals of the new polymorph in

order to determine its crystal structure were unsuccessful. In
general, growing single crystals from solution or from physical-
vapor transport can be difficult, requiring exact and stringent
coincidence of appropriate physical conditions. Growing
crystals from chlorobenzene resulted in an orthorhombic
polymorph of c-HBC having the Pbcn space group (Supporting
Information Figure S1b), but the diffraction from the Pbcn
polymorph does not match that of the new polymorph that we
accessed through THF-vapor annealing of c-HBC thin films
(Supporting Information Figure S1c). The difficulty in
obtaining single crystals of the new polymorph could arise
from two causes: either we have not accessed the right growth
conditions, or this polymorph only exists in thin films. Indeed,
pentacene,30,40−42 thiotetracene,43 and N,N′-dioctyl-3,4:9,10-
perylene tetracarboxylic diimide44 have been reported to exhibit
unique polymorphs that only exist when the films are below a
material-specific critical thickness that is generally below 50 nm;
we maintained a constant thickness of ca. 110 nm in our
studies. We have also tried to extract the unit cell lattice
parameters of the new polymorph from its thin-film diffraction
pattern recognizing that this endeavor, too, is challenging given
the limited number of unique reflections and the breadths of
these reflections in our patterns. For comparison, single-crystal
diffraction usually yields over 5000 reflections, of which over
1000 are unique. While this effort also did not yield a unique
crystal structure, comparison of this X-ray diffraction pattern
with others generated in the DPC toolkit45 and powder-
diffraction autoindexing programs46 suggests that it belongs to
the triclinic crystal system. We refer to this new polymorph as
polymorph II. While this paper only details THF-vapor
annealing as a means of accessing polymorph II, we have also
been able to access the crystal structure that gives rise to the
same X-ray diffraction pattern by solvent-vapor annealing with
yet other solvents, including dichloromethane and trichloro-
ethylene. Given this observation, it is unlikely that polymorph II
is the result of crystallization of c-HBC and THF.
In addition to accessing polymorph II directly from

amorphous films, subjecting thermally annealed c-HBC films
that already adopt the P21/c crystal structure to THF vapors
induces this transformation as well. Figure 1c contains the
evolution of the azimuthally integrated X-ray diffraction traces,
tracking the primary reflections as a c-HBC film exhibiting the
P21/c polymorph is exposed to THF vapors. We observe that
the primary peak associated with the P21/c polymorph at q =
0.51 Å−1 attenuates in intensity and disappears while the
primarily peak associated with polymorph II at q = 0.68 Å−1

emerges. Figure 2b shows the 2D-GIXD image of the twice-
treated c-HBC film after its transformation to polymorph II is
complete. Azimuthally integrating the GIXD images of the
THF-annealed film (Figure 2a) and the thermally annealed and
then THF-vapor annealed film (Figure 2b) produces
comparable diffraction traces, shown in Figure 3a,b, respec-
tively, indicating that we can access polymorph II with both
processing routes. While these films adopt the same
polymorph, differences in processing routes do impart
differences in the azimuthal distribution of intensities in the
2D-GIXD images in Figure 2a,b. Since the azimuthal

distribution of intensities in 2D-GIXD images is a direct
indication of crystal orientation, the difference observed
between parts a and b of Figures 2 suggests that c-HBC is
oriented differently in these films despite adopting the same
molecular packing. Figure 4a presents pole figures for the two

Figure 3. “Powder” diffraction patterns generated from azimuthally
integrating 2D-GIXD images of c-HBC films that were first either (a)
THF-annealed or (b) thermally annealed and then THF-annealed,
resulting in the films adopting polymorph II (blue traces). Subjecting
each of these films to an additional thermal annealing step results in
their transformation to polymorph II′ (green traces). The dashed
vertical lines are provided as a guide for the eye to better discern
differences between polymorph II and II′. (c) A schematic
summarizing the processing techniques applied and crystal structures
accessed as a result.

Figure 4. (a) Pole figure constructed by tracking the azimuthal
intensity of the q = 0.68 Å−1 reflection of polymorph II-containing
films that were either thermally annealed and then THF-annealed
(gray trace) or only THF-annealed (black trace). The mobility plotted
as a function of Herman’s orientation function, f, for thin-film
transistors constructed with (b) polymorph II and (c) polymorph II′
films.
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polymorph II-containing films under discussion; the black trace
corresponds to the pole figure of the c-HBC film that was only
THF-vapor annealed whereas the gray trace corresponds to that
of the film that was thermally annealed and then THF-vapor
annealed. The pole figures were constructed by tracking the
intensity of the reflection at q = 0.68 Å−1 along the azimuthal
angle, where 0° is normal to the substrate. The intensity
distribution of this reflection of the THF-vapor annealed film is
centered at 80°, indicating that the crystallographic plane
associated with this reflection is oriented almost normal to the
substrate. Furthermore, the intensity is narrowly distributed
about 80°, reflecting a narrow distribution of orientation.
Conversely, the intensity distribution of the same reflection
extracted from the pole figure of the thermally annealed and
then THF-vapor annealed film is much broader, indicating that
this film exhibits a much broader distribution of orientation.
The degree of orientation can be quantified using Herman’s

orientation function, f.35 f can range between 1 and −0.5, where
f = 1 occurs when the intensity of the reflection of interest is
entirely concentrated at 0°, f = −0.5 occurs when the same
intensity is concentrated at 90°, and f = 0 occurs when the
intensity is isotropically distributed along the azimuthal angle
and thus implies no preferential orientation. Performing this
analysis on the pole figures shown in Figure 4a yields f = −0.34
for the THF-vapor annealed film and f = 0 for the c-HBC film
that had undergone both thermal annealing and then THF-
vapor annealing. Thus, while polymorph II can be accessed by
both THF-vapor annealing an amorphous c-HBC film and by
THF-vapor annealing a thermally annealed film that adopts the
P21/c polymorph, the more oriented film is only accessed by
the former processing route.
Given that we can access polymorph II by THF-vapor

annealing a thermally annealed P21/c film, we carried out the
processing in the opposite sequence to assess reversibility,
starting instead with a THF-vapor annealed, polymorph II film
and thermally annealing it. Figure 2c shows the 2D-GIXD
image of a THF-vapor annealed film after it had undergone an
additional thermal annealing step. That the primary reflection
at q = 0.51 Å−1 remains absent indicates that the film did not
transform back to the P21/c polymorph on thermal annealing.
It thus appears that while we can transform films having the
P21/c crystal structure to polymorph II, this process is not
reversible.
However, on closer inspection, the GIXD pattern in Figure

2c does exhibit subtle differences when compared to the
diffraction image in Figure 2a. These differences are most
readily apparent in their one-dimensional diffraction traces
shown in Figure 3a. Specifically, we observe that the peaks in
the X-ray diffraction trace obtained on the THF-vapor and then
thermally annealed film are located at larger q’s compared to
those in the X-ray diffraction trace of the starting film that was
only THF-vapor annealed. The primary peak, in particular, is
located at q = 0.70 Å−1 in the THF-vapor and thermally
annealed film, as opposed to its location at q = 0.68 Å−1 in the
starting film that was only a THF-vapor annealed film. The
change in peak positions upon thermally annealing the THF-
vapor annealed film is even more apparent at higher q-spacing.
This increase in q-spacing is suggestive of a decrease in the
lattice parameters of the crystal unit cell. Thus, while we cannot
access the P21/c crystal structure from films having polymorph
II, subsequent thermal annealing yields yet a different
polymorph whose unit cell dimensions are slightly smaller
than those of polymorph II. Given the qualitative similarity in

the X-ray diffraction pattern, we shall refer to this polymorph as
polymorph II′. Further evidence that polymorph II′ is yet
different from polymorph II stems from relative intensity
differences in the X-ray diffraction traces. The intensities of
reflections at q = 1.05 and 1.15 Å−1 are substantially attenuated
in the X-ray diffraction trace of polymorph II′ compared to that
of polymorph II. This intensity attenuation is accompanied by a
concomitant intensity increase of the reflection at q = 0.93 Å−1.
Such differences in the relative intensities of reflections indicate
differences in the structure factor that arise from changes in
intermolecular packing between the two polymorphs. Unfortu-
nately, without identification of the crystal structure, we are not
able to elucidate such differences. There are, however,
important details we can learn by comparing the X-ray
diffraction patterns of the two polymorphs. Given the
similarities in the X-ray diffraction patterns and the proximity
in the majority of the reflections, we believe polymorph II′, like
polymorph II, belongs to the triclinic crystal system, likely with
closely related lattice parameters but with molecules shifted
relative to one another in their packing. Such closely related
polymorphs are common; pentacene’s four identified triclinic
polymorphs similarly show small differences in their powder
diffraction patterns as a result of the small differences in their
lattice parameters. Yet, these polymorphs each have notable
differences in their intermolecular packing.17,47 More recently,
strained polymorphs of TIPS-pentacene16,32 and 2,7-dioctyl[1]-
benzothieno[3,2-b][1]benzothiophene29 have also been re-
ported, where strain induced during film deposition slightly
alters the intermolecular packing. We hesitate to refer to
polymorphs II and II′ as strained polymorphs as these
polymorphs were accessed in the absence of an external field.
We have tracked the transformation of polymorph II to II′ by

performing in-situ 2D-GIXD experiments at the G1-line of
Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source using a custom
“SabreTube” furnace (Absolute Nano, Wixom, MI) that
consists of a suspended heated silicon platform allowing for
rapid heating48 whose read-out temperature has been calibrated
against indium, tin, and lead standards. We chose to use the
simultaneous intensity increase and decrease of reflections at q
= 0.93 Å−1 and 1.05 Å−1, respectively, to track the progression
of transformation from polymorph II to II′. Focusing on this
region of interest, Figure 5a shows the diffraction traces of a
THF-annealed film transforming from polymorph II to II′ at
244 °C. The diffraction trace of the first 2D-GIXD image (red
curve in Figure 5a) denotes time = 0 and was taken at room

Figure 5. (a) Diffraction traces showing the region of interest for
tracking in-situ the transformation from polymorph II to II′ at 244 °C
of a THF-vapor annealed c-HBC film. (b) The transformation was
tracked by the ratio of intensities of the reflections at q = 0.93 and 1.05
Å−1 and fitted to a first-order Avrami kinetics model. (c) An Arrhenius
plot yielding an energy barrier to transformation of 39 kcal/mol.
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temperature. The sample is rapidly heated to 244 °C; we
estimate that the sample reaches the target temperature within
10 s. The initial decrease in the q-spacing of reflections at q =
0.93 and 1.05 Å−1 is due to thermal expansion of the crystal
lattice. The peaks subsequently shift to larger q-spacing with
time, as is expected with the transformation from polymorph II
to II′. Figure 5b shows the ratio of intensities of the reflections
at q = 0.93 and 1.05 Å−1 as a function of time; the
transformation is well described by first-order Avarami
kinetics49,50 from which the rate constant, k, can be extracted.
Performing a series of such isothermal transformation experi-
ments yielded an energy barrier to transformation of 39 kcal/
mol (see Figure 5c). To our knowledge, this is the first report
of an energy barrier between polymorphs in an organic
semiconductor system. For comparison, the energy barrier for
transformation between polymorphic forms of small-molecule
drugs of nimodipine and indomethacin is approximately 2 and
13 kcal/mol,51 respectively, while the polymorphic trans-
formation of titania from brookite to rutile has an activation
energy barrier of approximately 100 kcal/mol.52

Returning to Figure 2a,c, we note that the azimuthal intensity
distributions appear comparable in the two GIXD patterns,
suggesting that we can access films of polymorphs II and II′
having comparable molecular orientations. This assertion can
be further verified by comparing the pole figures extracted from
these GIXD patterns (see Supporting Information Figure S5b)
and quantified by calculating the Herman’s orientation
functions for the two films. Our analysis yielded f = −0.34
for the THF-vapor annealed film comprising polymorph II and
f of −0.32 for the film that had been subjected to an additional
thermal annealing step in order to transform to polymorph II′.
These values indicate that, despite having different crystal
structures, the two films exhibit comparable textures.
To determine if polymorph II′ may be accessed regardless of

the film’s processing history, we also took the twice-treated,
thermally annealed and THF-vapor annealed film that had been
transformed from the P21/c crystal structure to polymorph II
(Figure 2b), and we subjected it to a third thermal annealing
step, producing the 2D-GIXD image shown in Figure 2d.
Though qualitatively the image appears similar to that of the
twice-treated, polymorph II-containing film, a comparison of
the diffraction traces, shown in Figure 3b, elucidates differences.
Upon the third processing step of thermal annealing, the
diffraction pattern is shifted to larger q-spacing and shows a
similar inversion of the relative intensities associated with
reflections in the q-range of 0.9 to 1.2 Å−1, indicating
transformation from polymorph II to polymorph II′. This
transformation is consistent with the polymorph II to II′
transformation that occurred upon thermally annealing the only
once-treated THF-vapor annealed film; our experiments thus
indicate that, regardless of the method by which polymorph II
is accessed, whether directly by THF-vapor annealing an
amorphous c-HBC film or by THF-vapor annealing a c-HBC
film that exhibits the P21/c polymorph after thermal annealing,
subsequent thermal annealing always yields polymorph II′. The
pole figures generated from the 2D-GIXD images of the twice-
and thrice-treated films are shown in Supporting Information
Figure S5a.The thrice-treated film has an f = −0.09, compared
to that of the twice-treated film, at f = 0, indicating that the film
has become slightly more textured upon thermal annealing as a
third processing step.
For clarity, we have summarized in Figure 3c the processing

flow diagram that has allowed us to access polymorphs II and

II′. The preferred out-of-plane molecular orientation adopted
by c-HBC appears to be dictated by the first processing step;
with two processing routes to access polymorph II, we can
access films with the same crystal structure but different extents
of preferential orientation. Furthermore, subjecting films
exhibiting polymorph II to thermal annealing transforms
them to polymorph II′ without imposing changes to the
molecular orientation, thus providing films exhibiting the same
preferred molecular orientation but different crystal structures.
This possibility, made possible through sequential post-
deposition processing, allows us to assess the relative impact
that polymorphism and molecular orientation in polycrystalline
c-HBC thin films have on films’ electronic properties through
the construction of thin-film transistors (TFTs).
Top-contact, bottom-gate devices were constructed by

thermally evaporating c-HBC on hexamethyldisilazane-treated
silicon substrates with a thermally grown 300 nm oxide layer.
After post-deposition processing treatments were applied, 60
nm-thick Au source and drain contacts were evaporated
through a stencil mask, defining channels having 100 μm
lengths and 2000 μm widths. Supporting Information Table S1
summarizes the device characteristics. Saturated field-effect
mobilities were calculated, and the threshold voltages were
determined by linear extrapolation from the saturation transfer
curves. On/off ratios were calculated from transfer curves
taking the current at VG = −100 V to be “on” and the current at
VG = 0 V to be “off”. Representative transfer curves are
provided in Figure S6 of Supporting Information.
We previously demonstrated in studies involving crystalline

films of c-HBC having the P21/c crystal structure that
differences in the preferred out-of-plane orientation could
affect field-effect mobilities in polycrystalline thin-film tran-
sistors by an order of magnitude.35 To compare the mobilities
of devices comprising polymorphs II and II′, we have plotted
them as a function of Herman’s orientation function. Figure 4b
shows the mobilities as a function of Herman’s orientation
function extracted from films having polymorph II. We
accessed polymorph II by either THF-vapor annealing, by
thermally annealing followed by THF-vapor annealing, or by
THF-vapor annealing of a film that had been THF-vapor then
thermally annealed. We see that regardless of the variation in
orientation as quantified by the Herman’s orientation function,
the field-effect mobilities of devices having films that exhibit
polymorph II have low mobilities, on the order of 2−4 × 10−4

cm2/(V s). Figure 4c is the analogous figure for devices
comprising polymorph II′. In comparing the mobilities of
devices constructed with films of polymorph II′ having different
orientations, we note the mobility increases by a factor of 6
with increasing preferential orientation. This increase in
mobility with increasing preferential orientation is similar to
what we previously observed with devices having the P21/c
polymorph where the field-effect mobilities increased by an
order of magnitude with increasing extents of out-of-plane
orientation. If we then compare the mobilities of devices
constructed with films of polymorphs II and II′ having the same
orientation, i.e., f ≈ −0.3, we note that devices containing films
of polymorph II′ have an order of magnitude higher mobilities
than devices with films of polymorph II, indicating that
polymorph II′ transports charge more effectively than
polymorph II by up to an order of magnitude.
Attributing differences in field-effect mobility to changes in

crystal structures is generally challenging with active layers
having polycrystalline thin films as this quantity is a reflection of
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both inter- and intragrain charge transport, and is most often
limited by intergrain transport. Previous methods to access
different polymorphic films have required altering the
deposition method or substrate, both of which can affect
other characteristics of film morphology, including the grain
size. As such, differences in intergrain transport can complicate
analysis. Different from past reports, we have been able to
uniquely access different polymorphs while maintaining near-
constant grain size and molecular orientation through
sequential post-deposition processing of the same film, with
which we have been able to draw direct correlations between
the polymorph accessed and the performance of devices
comprising that polymorph. To further rule out mobility
differences due to grain size coarsening,53,54 we characterized
the films after each treatment using atomic force microscopy,
AFM. Separately, we estimated the ensemble-average correla-
tion lengths, or the average distances across which the
crystalline order is preserved,55 across all these films based on
the 2D-GIXD patterns collected. The analysis and results,
which are provided in Supporting Information (see Figures S7
and S8, Table S1), show that the variations in grain size and
correlation lengths between polymorph II and II′ are generally
less than a factor of 2. As such, we do not believe domain
coarsening to be a major contributor to the differences in field-
effect mobility reported herein for devices having polymorphs
II and II′. Furthermore, in agreement with our results,
transistors fabricated from single crystals of different poly-
morphs of other organic semiconductors also show approx-
imately an order of magnitude difference in mobility.12,13,20

These differences in mobility arising from variations in crystal
structure are of a similar order of magnitude to the observed
mobility anisotropy along different crystallographic axes within
single crystals of pentacene1 and rubrene.2

As we are able to access both polymorph II and II′ in c-HBC
thin films and independently vary the extents of orientation and
without necessitating changes to the substrate or deposition
technique, we have been able to decouple and quantify the
contributions of crystal structure and orientation in improving
field-effect mobilities of c-HBC thin-film transistors. Our
findings show that having the appropriate crystal structure
and having a high extent of preferred orientation can each
impact the field-effect mobility by approximately an order of
magnitude. In concert, these results suggest that the electronic
properties of molecular semiconductors are highly sensitive to
differences in molecular packing, be they changes in unit cell
dimensions and crystal structure or local variations in the
molecules’ orientation relative to one another.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Applying multistep post-deposition processing to amorphous c-
HBC films has allowed us to access a rich phase space and tune
both the crystal structure and the out-of-plane preferential
molecular orientation in c-HBC thin films. By applying two
simple post-deposition processing techniques, thermal and
solvent-vapor annealing, alternatingly, we were able to create
films having the same crystal structure and different out-of-
plane orientations, or, the same out-of-plane orientation but
different crystal structures. Though the field-effect mobilities of
our devices are less than those of devices comprising state-of-
the-art molecular semiconductors, our work demonstrates
remarkable tunability over both crystal structure and film
texture and marks the first decoupling and quantification of the
relative contribution of these two variables to the field-effect

mobilities of polycrystalline thin films. Our results indicate that
even slight changes in crystal structure, as is the case between
polymorph II and its related counterpart, polymorph II′, can
affect the field-effect mobilities of thin-film transistors by up to
an order of magnitude. This difference in mobility is on par
with improvements in mobility that are attained by accessing a
more favorable out-of-plane molecular orientation. We believe
that sequential post-deposition processing with thermal and
solvent-vapor annealing, among other techniques, will offer an
easily applicable means of tuning each of these factors.
To explore the degree of polymorphic control attainable, we

also tried solvent-vapor annealing c-HBC with a number of
other solvents in addition to THF. Depending on the solvent,
we can crystallize c-HBC films having purely the P21/c
polymorph, purely polymorph II, or, in certain cases, such as
when solvent-vapor annealing with nitroethane or benzene, a
mixture of P21/c and polymorph II. Access to each polymorph
depends on both thermodynamic and kinetic parameters and
stems from the subtle interplay between intermolecular and
molecule−solvent interactions, as well as the rate at which
crystallization takes place. We are currently exploring this
parameter space to better understand the variables governing
polymorph selection. We believe we have been able to access
the rich phase space of c-HBC in large part because structure
development in these thin films is decoupled from film
formation. By decoupling the film formation and crystallization
processes, the kinetics of crystallization and the subtle interplay
between molecule−molecule and molecule−solvent interac-
tions that dictate which crystalline phase is accessed can be
better manipulated. Furthermore, we have observed that this
technique is more widely applicable than to c-HBC; we have
similarly accessed a greater polymorph phase space with other
compounds, including those with and without coronene cores,
by starting with a kinetically trapped amorphous film and
subsequently inducing crystallization with post-deposition
processing techniques. By further exploring the relationship
between processing and crystal structure and, likewise, the
relationship between crystal structure and charge transport of
small molecule organic semiconductors, more rational process-
ing techniques to improve device performance will be
developed.
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